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external system, the POST data is required to be validated. Since there is no HTTP Server on
the web the DLL supports that by validating the user and password. Here is a more complete

list of features in the DLL User and Password Validation Isp set of functions to calculate
numbers Validation of numbers against number ranges Compute checksum on a buffer
Obtain an IP address via DHCP SSL with client authentication Protocol layer emulation

Alteration of TCP headers X authentication mechanism Send and Receive data via TCP over a
socket HTTP request header modification HTTP client authentication HTTP server

authentication I used a sample implementation of a Content-Length HTTP header when
sending a request. Obtain a i Sceen snapshot Obtain a Video file (may require ffmpeg) The

code is very simple, extremely compact and is able to run on a Raspberry PiÂ . Google
Guessing User and Password It is a secure way to send a password to the outside world. If a
secret is compromised, a new password is sent automatically. Click here to get the DLL . If
any users see code is subject to copyright, ask for a license. No problem with that. I have
contacted the original author of the code and we are in the process of getting him to have

ownership of the code. (As no other person is legally allowed to commit copyright
infringement) Here is the source code. The DLL has a header that has a copyright, a short

description and the libraries it uses Paul Charasbaet Description: User and Password
validation, Isp set of functions to calculate numbers, Validation of numbers against number

ranges, Compute checksum on a buffer, Obtain an IP address via DHCP, SSL with client
authentication, Protocol layer emulation, Alteration of TCP headers, X authentication
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